How to add SUBTLEX frequencies and Lexicon Project data to
your Excel file?
Suppose you have an Excel file with stimuli and you want to add their SUBTLEX frequencies or their RTs
from a megastudy. One way is to look up word after word in your list. Another way is to let the software
do this for you. In particular Excel has a VLOOKUP function, which allows you to do this in a rather
effortless way (if you have many stimuli, you even get time to enjoy a cup of coffee!). We illustrate the
procedure with SUBTLEX-US log(frequency), but of course it can be applied to all data and all Excel files
we have made available. First open you Excel file with stimuli, as shown below:

Then make the table smaller than the full screen by clicking on the icon, as shown below:

Then open the SUBTLEX-US frequency file, which you find at
http://crr.ugent.be/papers/SUBTLEX-US_frequency_list_with_PoS_information_final.zip . You will see
that it is shown to you together with your stimulus file:

Go to cell B1 of your stimulus file and click on the function button fx:

Select function VLOOKUP:

Enter A1 in the first panel of the VLOOKUP function, as you want to find the frequency of the word in
this cell (This):

Put your cursor in the entry Table_array:

Click on the first word of the SUBTLEX file to activate the table (you’ll have to click twice: once to
activate the file and once to activate the cell):

Now activate the complete SUBTLEX table. You do this by simultaneously pressing SHIFT and Ctrl END:

Now fill in the third entry of VLOOKUP. If you want log10 SUBTLEX frequency, you need the data from
column G of the SUBTLEX Excel file (entitled Lg10WF). Column G is the 7th column of the table. So, enter
7 in the 3rd line of the VLOOKUP function. You also have to enter 0 in the fourth entry. This gives you:

Click on OK to get the log(frequency) of your first word (notice that Excel makes no distinction between a
capital and a lowercase letter, so that you will get the value even if your stimulus has a capital and the word
in SUBTLEX does not or vice versa).

Now the worst is over. All you have to do is to copy the function in cell B1 to all other cells in B
for which you want information. Activate cell B1 and press Ctrl C. Then activate the remaining
cells in column B (by going over them with your mouse while holding the left button of the
mouse pressed):

Press Ctrl D or Ctrl V to obtain the frequencies from the other cells:

Notice that you do not get a value for the word SUBTLEX, because this word is not present in
the SUBTLEX-US frequency file.

And that’s basically all there is to it! Except for one caveat. If you close the SUBTLEX-US file you
will lose your frequencies, as they are stored as VLOOKUP functions. So, in order to keep the
values, you need to copy them and to save them as values. You do this as follows. Activate all
cells in B for which you calculated frequencies. Then press Ctrl C and go to paste special:

Click on Paste Values to get the values. You can check whether everything is OK by activating
one of the cells in your B column. Rather than getting the =VLOOKUP(…) in the function box you
will see the number appearing there. Now you can save your stimulus file without risk of losing
the information you are interested in.

Finally, there are two more things you may want to know about the Excel and the VLOOKUP
function in order not to lose a lot of time:
1. The stimulus for which you are looking up information, must always be in the first
column of the source file. So, make sure you are not adding columns before the word
column in the SUBTLEX-US file (or any other source file you want to use).
2. If your stimulus words include the words true or false, you are in for a nasty surprise
with Microsoft, because these words are automatically translated into the Booleans
TRUE and FALSE. This has been the origin of a lot misery for us! The easiest way to avoid
this is to define the column of your stimulus file in which you store the words as a text
column. You do this as follows. Activate the column by clicking on it

Then click on the right button of your mouse and select Format Cells:

Define your cells as Text rather than as General and click on OK. Now your stimuli will
always remain words.

